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Deflection of Neutral Molecules using the Nonresonant Dipole Force
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The ac Stark shift produced by nonresonant radiation creates a potential minimum for a ground state
molecule at the position where the laser intensity is maximum. The gradient of this potential exerts
a force on the molecule. We experimentally observe this force when a beam of CS2 molecules is
redirected by sending it through the intensity gradient near the focus of a laser beam. We trace the
direction of the molecules in the molecular beam, showing that the molecules that pass near the cente
of the high intensity laser beam will focus. [S0031-9007(97)04209-9]
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The use of laser light to manipulate and control th
position and velocity of electrons [1], atoms [2], an
microscopic particles [3,4] is a subject of intense activi
in physics and biology. The manipulation of atoms in th
gas phase is based on either the scattering force, explo
in most laser cooling techniques [5], or the induced dipo
force. In the latter case a dipole moment is induced in t
atom using a near-resonant continuous-wave laser be
The polarized atoms experience a force that is proportio
to the spatial gradient of the laser intensity, which can
used, for instance, to focus [6] or trap them [5].

The powerful laser cooling and trapping techniques d
veloped for atoms are not readily applicable to molecule
due to their complicated level structure and their wea
transition moments for any given rovibrational transition
Consequently, laser manipulation and control of neut
particles beyond the atomic case has been restricted to
logical molecules in solution [4] and small dielectric par
ticles [3]. Manipulation and control of molecules in th
gas phase, however, remains a topic of great interest [7

We use the nonresonant molecular polarizability to exe
an induced dipole force that modifies the trajectory
gas phase molecules. By sending a beam of molecu
through the focus of a laser beam oriented perpendicula
to their direction of propagation, we observe a change
the transverse velocity of the molecules. The veloci
change is proportional to the spatial gradient of the las
intensity. We demonstrate that an intense laser beam
be used as a lens to focus the molecular beam.

Using nonresonant polarizability and intense laser field
we solve two problems that have impeded the developm
of molecular optics. First, we remove the restriction
caused by the dense level structure of the molecule
using far-off resonance radiation to induce a dipole forc
In this way, there is no critical dependence on the particu
level structure of the molecule. Therefore, our approa
is applicable to all molecules (or atoms [9]). Secon
by employing the intense field from a pulsed laser
induce the molecular dipole moments, we obtain ligh
induced forces that are many orders of magnitude larg
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than the forces induced on atoms by standard continuo
wave laser beams. This allows manipulation of molecul
without laser cooling [10].

For experimental convenience, we use a molecular be
to produce molecules that are translationally cold in th
direction perpendicular to the jet axis. Our experime
is designed to observe changes in the transverse velo
(deflection) against this very cold background. We w
show potential well depths of about 7.0 meV, approx
mately 4 orders of magnitude greater than the transve
beam energys1026 eVd.

The schematic of the experimental layout is show
in Fig. 1. A pulsed beam of CS2 molecules is formed
by expanding a CS2 gas at ,25 Torr, either buffered
with 1 atm of neon or without the neon buffer, throug
a 250-mm-diameter nozzle into a time-of-flight (TOF)
spectrometer with the molecular beam axis (thex axis)
perpendicular to the TOF axis (they axis). The molecules
travel freely for,8 cm, after which they are crossed a
90± by the focused beam from a pulsed (10 Hz) Nd:YAG
laser sl  1.06 mmd propagating along thez axis. The
duration of the YAG pulse is 14 ns (FWHM). We use

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental arrangement of t
target chamber viewed in the direction of the laser bea
(z axis).
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2787
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laser pulses with energy in the range of 10 mJ. The las
beam is focused with an on-axis parabolic mirror to a
v0  7 mm Gaussian focal spot giving a peak intensit
of I0 , 9 3 1011 Wycm2 at 10 mJ.

This laser field exerts an induced dipole force on th
CS2 molecules, which causes a change in the velocity
the molecules. We measure the velocity change [11] alo
the TOF axis—i.e., perpendicular to the molecular velo
ity before the interaction. To do this we multiphoton ioniz
the neutral molecules using a tightly focused femtoseco
laser beamsl  625 nmd and observe the distribution of
flight times of the CS21 ions from the interaction region to
the microchannel plate detector (illustrated in Figs. 1 an
2). The TOF mass spectrometer [11] consisted of an a
celeration region defined by two plates and an equal leng
field-free drift region (Fig. 1). With this design, molecu
lar ions with their transverse velocity component toward
the detector at the time of ionization arrive before zero
transverse velocity ions. Those initially deflected awa
from the detector arrive after zero-transverse velocity ion

The 80 femtosecond duration pulses, originating fro
a 10 Hz amplified colliding pulse mode-locked (CPM
laser, contain 0.66mJ per pulse and are focused to a spo
size v0 , 2.5 mm that corresponds to a peak intensit
of 8 3 1013 Wycm2. To ensure that ionization occurred
without the strong infrared pulse present, a 25 ns del
is introduced between the YAG pulse and the CPM pul
(requiring a corresponding 10mm offset in the direction
of the molecular beam velocity in the position of thei
focal spots for pure CS2, 20 mm for CS2 buffered with
neon). The nonlinearity of multiphoton ionization allows

FIG. 2. Portion of the time-of-flight spectrum showing the
time of arrival of the undeflected beam (solid curve) an
the deflected beams (dashed and dotted curves). A schem
shows the relative placement of the focus of the deflecting las
(YAG) and the measurement laser (CPM). Deviations of th
arrival time of a deflected molecule from the arrival time of
zero transverse velocity molecule allow the transverse veloc
to be measured. The horizontal scale shows both the flight tim
and the transverse velocityyy .
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us to restrict the probe volume to a region smaller th
the YAG focal volume by adjusting the focal spot size a
well as the intensity of the CPM laser beam. Therefor
we can use the CPM laser to probe the spatial depende
of the induced dipole force simply by moving its focu
with respect to the larger YAG focus.

Examples of the relevant portions of three TOF spec
are shown in Fig. 2. Each spectrum is the average of 10
shots. The central (full) curve, recorded without the YAG
laser present, gives information on the initial velocity dis
tribution along they axis of the molecular beam. Since
our velocity measurement is restricted to those molecu
that pass through the very small focal spot of the CP
laser, we expect the distribution to be very narrow.
fact, simple line-of-sight arguments show that the initi
velocity spread along they axis,Dyinit

y , is determined by
Dyinit

y  DyslyyCS2 d, whereD  250 mm is the diame-
ter of the nozzle,l  8 cm is the distance from the nozzle
to the laser focus, andyCS2 is the longitudinal velocity of
the CS2 molecules. For the unbuffered (buffered) expa
sion we measuredyCS2  450 s800 mysd. At this veloc-
ity, the CS2 molecules therefore have a transverse veloc
spread of,1.4 mys s,2.5 mysd equivalent to a kinetic
energy of0.8 3 1026 eV s2.5 3 1026 eVd. In Fig. 2 the
CS2 molecules are not buffered with neon during the e
pansion. The FWHM of the full peaks,3.4 nsd corre-
sponds to ay-axis velocity spread of7.2 mys, which is
significantly larger than the expected value of,1.4 mys.
Thus, it provides a calibration of our ability to measur
transverse velocities with the TOF spectrometer.

The remaining two spectra in Fig. 2 were obtained f
molecules that transmit the focus of the YAG laser (pe
intensity 1 3 1012 Wycm2, linear polarization) prior
to the measurement of their velocity by the CPM lase
They were obtained for molecules that pass approximat
3.5 mm to the right of the center of the YAG focus
(dotted curve in Fig. 2) and to the left of the center of th
YAG focus (dashed curve in Fig. 2), respectively. Th
molecules arriving earlier at the detector (dashes) ha
acquired ay-axis velocity towards the microchannel plat
detector [11]. Similarly, the molecules arriving later at th
detector (dots) have acquired a negativey-axis velocity
component from the YAG laser pulse. As expected, t
laser-induced dipole force provides a central potent
deflecting the molecules towards the high intensity regio

By recording TOF spectra of molecules for sever
positions of the CPM focus with respect to the YAG focu
we can measure the detailedy-coordinate dependence o
the velocity change [11], and therefore of the dipole forc
This is implemented by scanning the YAG focus over
range of,30 mm while keeping the CPM focus fixed.
In this way, the ions produced by the CPM laser alwa
originate from the same spatial location, ensuring that t
observed changes in the TOF spectra are not caused by
position of the ionizing laser inside the TOF spectromete
The results are displayed in Fig. 3, where the velocity sh
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FIG. 3. The shift in arrival timeDT induced by the dipole
force and the associated transverse velocityDyy of the
molecular beam plotted as a function of the position of th
molecule that is probed in the focus of the deflecting las
beam. Data obtained with the deflection laser linearly polariz
is represented by the symbold; data obtained with circular
polarization is represented bys. In both cases, the expansion
of CS2 molecules was buffered with neon. The derivative o
the measured focal distribution of the deflecting laser beam
also shown by the solid curve.

of the center of the half maximum CS2
1 signal is plotted as

a function of they coordinate of the YAG laser focus for
both linear and circular polarization. The dispersionlik
shape shows that the force causing the velocity chan
[Eq. (2)] is proportional to they derivative of the YAG
laser intensity profile (solid curve). (Deviations on th
right of Fig. 3 experimental data and they derivative of
the intensity profile are due to space charge caused
ionization of CS2 by the YAG beam [12].)

Those molecules that pass near the center of the foc
(within 6v0y2) experience a displacement that cause
them to meet at a common position; that is, the bea
will focus. The focal length of our molecular lens is
approximately 230mm, corresponding to a redirection of
the CS2 molecules through an angle of up to 0.9±. The lens
is thin since the size of the YAG beam is much smaller tha
the focal length.

We can estimate the magnitude of the potential we
produced by the laser field for the CS2 molecules. When
a molecule enters the YAG laser focus, a dipole mome
is induced. This results in a Stark shiftU of the ground
state of the molecule given by [13]

Usx, y, z, td  2
1
4 aE2sx, y, z, td , (1)

whereEsx, y, z, td is the space and time dependent puls
envelope. Equation (1) includes a time average over o
optical period and neglects alignment of the molecu
by averaging over all angles [a  sak 1 2a'dy3, where
ak,' is the polarizability parallel and perpendicular to
the molecular axis]. Using the static polarizability [14]
Eq. (1) predicts a Stark shiftU0  10 meV at the center
of the laser focus and at the peak of a laser pulse w
I  9 3 1011 Wycm2. In comparison, typical potential
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depths reached in continuous-wave studies on atoms
about 1meV [2,8].

We can approximately neglect alignment if we us
either circularly polarized light (where the molecule ca
align only to a plane) or, linearly polarized light when
the orientational well depth [Ual 

1
4 sak 2 a'dE2] is

smaller than the rotational energy. AlthoughUal should
be much greater than the estimated rotational temperat
sø5 Kd [15] of our jet cooled molecules, alignment doe
not play a significant role in our experiment. We reach th
conclusion by comparing the deflection with linearly an
circularly polarized light. If the molecules substantially
align with the field, the deflection should be greater wit
linearly polarized light since thenU  2

1
4 akE2

0 andak is
always larger than the averageda. Figure 3 compares the
results obtained with linearly (solid circles) and circularly
(open circles) polarized light. The lack of alignmen
may be due to our multilongitudinal mode YAG laser
Mode beating can produce transient spikes as short
30 ps which is comparable to or even shorter than th
rotational periodtrot of the CS2 molecules (trot , 34 ps
for a rotational quantum numberJ  4). Under these
conditions alignment is not efficient [7]. By contrast, laser
induced alignment has been reported [16] when tempora
smooth nanosecond laser pulses are used.

We now determine the maximum Stark shiftjU0j

from the experimental deflection data. Since the induce
dipole forceF exerted on a molecule is equal to2=U,
Eq. (1) shows thatF is proportional to the gradient of
the intensity. The YAG beam can be approximated b
a Gaussian intensity distribution in both space and tim
Isx, y, z, td  I0 expf22sx2 1 y2dyv

2
0 g exps24 ln 2t2yt2d

(we probe nearz  0). Therefore, they component of
the dipole forceFy is given byFy  24sU0yv

2
0 dy exp3

h22fsyCS2 td2 1 y2gyv
2
0 j expf24 lns2t2yt2dg, wherex has

been replaced with2yCS2 t to describe the motion of
the molecules along thex axis. The experimentally
observed velocity shiftDyy is related toFy by Dyy 
1
m

R`

2` Fystd dt yielding

Dyy  2 4
p

p U0
p

2 mv0yCS2

3
1q

1 1 2 ln 2sv0yyCS2

t d2
y exps22y2yv2

0 d , (2)

wherem is the mass of the deflected molecule. The dis
persionlike shape of the data points in Fig. 3 is consiste
with the above expression forDyy. For reference, we plot
the derivative of the measured spatial profile of the YAG
beam on the same figure (determined by measuring a
times magnified image of the focus).

The maximum Stark shiftU0 can be estimated from
the experimental measurements. Solving Eq. (2) forU0

at y  v0y2, where the measuredDyy  12 mys, yields
2789
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U0  6.2 meV. This agrees with the calculated valu
sU0  10 meVd within experimental uncertainty in mea-
suring the pulse duration, energy, focal properties, and
longitudinal velocity of the CS2 molecules.

The maximum intensity that an atom or molecule ca
withstand without substantial multiphoton ionization de
termines the maximum Stark shift that can be obtaine
At sufficiently long wavelength and high intensity light
ionization can be accurately calculated as tunneling [1
Applying tunnel ionization formulas [17] to CS2, with
its ionization potential of 10.1 eV, we find 1% proba
bility of ionization during a 10 ns pulse (ionization rate
r  106 s21) at an intensity of8 3 1012 Wycm2 sU0 
90 meVd. Since multiphoton ionization is a very nonlinea
function of the intensity,8 3 1012 Wycm2 is an effective
threshold intensity for CS2.

In our experiment, ionization becomes important at
much lower peak laser intensity for two reasons. Firs
1.06 mm irradiation of CS2 does not satisfy the conditions
for tunnel ionization [17]. Typically, nontunneling pro-
cesses raise the ionization rate and therefore lower the p
intensity at which significant ionization is reached. Se
ond, the high-intensity spikes of the YAG pulse limit th
average intensity that can be employed before multiphot
ionization occurs as compared to the situation with a te
porally smooth pulse.

Assuming tunneling, the maximum Stark shift on an
neutral atom or small molecule is approximately consta
although the polarizability can vary greatly. As the po
larizability a decreases, the ionization potential increas
and the maximum intensitys~E2d that the molecule can
withstand without ionization [17] roughly compensates fo
the decreasing polarizability [see Eq. (1)]. For examp
the Stark shift ofH2, a very unpolarizable molecule, is
50 meV at an intensity where the tunnel ionization ra
reaches106 s21.

In conclusion, through nonresonant molecular polari
ability, large forces can be applied to molecules. Co
trolling the laser radiation means controlling the extern
molecular coordinates. Our results point to a method f
trapping, focusing, wave guiding, accelerating, or decele
ating molecules. In short, many aspects of atomic opt
can be transferred to molecular optics by using nonreson
intense fields. It appears that manipulation of molecul
without significant reduction of their thermal temperatur
is within reach.
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